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I. Introduction:

I would first like to thank the Land Tenure Center for their work and leadership in

calling this conference. A little over a year ago, the Center invited a number of us to a

conference here to discuss their idea of developing a domestic land program. Among other

things, we urged that they go and talk to the community-based organizations and activists

who have been working on land issues for many years and who had vast knowledge and

experiences. They took that advice seriously, and have done an excellent job of bringing

community-based leaders and scholars together for this meeting.

In my experience in land tenure research this step is critical. While I have done

several studies over the years on land tenure, the significance of that work has come because

the research questions and focus arose from interactions with the communities directly

affected by the issues.

For instance, my own introduction to the importance of land ownership in the region

came some 25 years ago, when as a student at Vanderbilt University, I joined two other

students to conduct what now would be called a "service learning project" sponsored by the

1This address is based on a longer paper prepared for the conference, "The Political
Economy of Land Tenure: Appalachia and the Southeast," as well as on the presentations and
discussion at the Conference itself.
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Student Health Coalition. Focussing on 5 of eastern Tennessee's coal rich counties, we were

asked to pursue the question, why was there a lack of local revenues amidst for health

projects amidst such coal wealth? Who owned the coal lands, and what taxes did they pay?

By sifting through hundreds of courthouse records, we "discovered" what many of the

residents of the coal region already understood: nine large coal corporations controlled 34%

of the land and approximately 80% of the coal wealth, yet paid less than 4% of the local

property taxes. (Gaventa, et. al., 1971) Most important from this exercise was what the

citizens did with the information. Meeting in the basement of a local church to discuss the

findings of the research, the citizens decided to form a group to challenge the inequities. That

challenge spawned the formation of Save Our Cumberland Mountains (SOCM), which for the

last 25 years has continued to challenge land-based inequities in the region.

In the process of doing that first study, I also learned that one of the largest land

owners in the region was a British company, by the name of the American Association. Since

I was going away to Britain to graduate school, the citizens in the community asked if I

would help to research who really owned this company, and help "take the word to them"

about the conditions of poverty, environmental and human abuse associated with their

holdings in the Valley. That question led me to spend the next several years attempting to

understand the historical impact of the control corporate of land in that one Appalachian

community, documented in the book Power and Powerlessness: Ouiescence and Rebellion in

an Appalachian Valley. (1980).
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Both of these early experiences of community-based research helped to shape a

perception of the centrality of land that could not have been gleaned simply from reading the

literature of the region. In the midst of my research some years ago I still remember writing

to the Land Tenure Center to request a list of their publications, because we needed some

models, some literature and some assistance as we began to investigate these issues. I

remember the excitement when I got the return packet, and the disappointment to me and the

community folks with whom I worked when we discovered the absence of systematic work on

land tenure on North America.

I tell these stories as background to say how pleased I am that the University of

Wisconsin Land Tenure Center is now beginning to pursue a research program on land tenure

in North America. There is much to be done and this conference represents a historic

gathering of scholars and activists who have great collective history and knowledge on land

issues. Already, in assembling this gathering, the Land Tenure Center has become a resource

to many of us.

On Thursday when we began the conference, Bill Thiesenhusen pointed out that this

was a unique undertaking - to begin to address long neglected domestic land issues, to bring

together activists and scholars to listen to one another. For the last three days, we have

shared with one another our research, stories, songs and experiences. It has been a rich

exchange.
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I would like for us to use this last session to reflect upon what we have heard and to

think about what we take away with us as we return to our work. While I prepared a paper

for the conference on land issues in the South and Appalachia, I will use it more as an

organizational framework to try and synthesize some of the themes that we have heard here.

As I speak, I would like that you think of particular lessons or thoughts that you might want

to share with the LTC or the rest of us on how we continue together to build an agenda of

research and action on land tenure issues. We will have an opportunity to hear from you

following the presentation.

IH. The Centrality of Land:

Throughout this meeting we have heard time and again of the centrality of land tenure

to our communities and to the nation.

Emory Castle spoke of the unique economic characteristics of land ( in terms that even

a sociologist could understand.)

Louise Fortman reminded us of the importance of land in our popular culture -

whether in Bonanza - or in popular music.

Roberta Hill Whiteman - the poet - spoke of the land as our "relatedness."

To many within the dominate culture, land historically has been seen as a

commodity, as a resource for control and extraction. To our spokesman from the Thunder

Cloud singers, the concept of ownership is important only for those who can control the

land. For others, land is something "to participate in and with," not to be owned.
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For all of us land tenure is a central theme in our work and experience. And our

workshops have shared an incredible diversity of perspectives and issues around the land -

from the Northwest forest, to the Sea Island coast, through different ways of knowing, from

the GIS maps to the personal narratives of land activists and land struggles.

But while land tenure is important in and of itself, I would like to suggest that it

also is important because it affects other dimensions of our community as well. Recently,

partly to counter the traditional definitions of development, social scientists, community

developers, economists and others have begun to understand development not only in

economic terms, but in human, environmental, and social terms as well. For instance,

Cornelia and Jan Flora have argued that

Community sustainability is based in part on the resiliency of that community to
respond to changes in the larger environment...Resilience depends in part on the
resources available to the community. Those resources can be viewed as forms of
capital, which are to be reinvested locally to produce new wealth. Capital can be
thought of as any resource capable of producing new resources. Two forms of capital
have conventionally been viewed as important for community development: financial
and manufactured capital and human capital. When looking at community
sustainability, it is also important to analyze environmental capital and social capital
(Flora and Flora, 1994).

In this definition, land itself may be understood as a form of capital, a resource capable of

producing new resources. Access to and ownership of land will affect the resiliency of a

community. But, equally importantly, land tenure patterns contribute to and are linked with

each of these other forms of capital - economic, human, environmental and social. These
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themes are found in Appalachia and the South, the region I know the best, but have also been

found throughout this conference.

Land Tenure and Economic Capital:

Land tenure has often been linked to economic development patterns including to

patterns of financial and manufactured investment. In my region, the argument goes

something like this: The development of Appalachia and the South is related to the "colonial"

nature of the region. Absentee and concentrated ownership of the land and natural resources

means that wealth has been drained away from the region and its people.

We have heard at this conference of many ways in which land tenure affects the types

of investment in land and natural resources, in turn affecting the types of jobs available in the

community, be they forest jobs or resort jobs. We have heard stories of how investment in

the land has affected the ability of people to keep their land, of how land loss has affected

over 1,000 African-American farmers a day in the South.

Understanding the link between land and investment is also critical in times of

disinvestment and de-industrialization. The Southern and Appalachian rural workforce has

long been associated with natural resource-based industries (such as textiles, coal, chemical)

which came to region in part because of the raw materials (cotton, minerals, water). During

the 1980's, however, many of these industries (and the capital associated with it) have left the

region or automated their production, leaving behind rural communities with massive

unemployment. With the decline of these company-created communities, often comes the
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decline of other forms of economic infrastructure such as roads and housing, which the

industries had created. In McDowell County,West Virginia, for instance, when one company

closed up shop it took the street lights down as well, since it had put them up when it built

the community many years before (Gaventa, et.al. 1990 and Gaventa, et.al. 1992). The

decline of land-based industries leaves rural people in a double bind - with access neither to

the land nor the jobs historically associated with it.

The loss of the many of the formal jobs associated with the land also makes important

an understanding of the relationship between the informal economy and the land. People of

the region have long survived in hard times, from one bust to the next boom. The ability to

grow a few vegetables to eat, dig up some coal for heat, gather ginseng, raise livestock, or

cut wood has been an important part of survival (Williams, 1993). For women in the region,

the informal economy based on the land has been particularly important, and often

unrecognized in significance In a series of work histories of women in the south, Helen Lewis

cites the life story of one family in which

the mother left the mountain farm to work in a hotel in the nearest town. After
marriage she returned to farming and when her husband deserted the family, she
raised the family by farming, plowing for hire and picking up coal, hauling it and
selling it. The daughters grew up with farm land destroyed by strip mining but still
operating in and out of the economic system. They preached, did domestic work, ran
a used clothing story, cut and sold timber, worked in sewing factories, moved to the
city to work and returned to rebuild their land and community...

"The work histories," Lewis notes, "make clear that many women in the rural South have

been working very hard and living in poverty for a long time" (Lewis, et.al., 1986: 30).
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While access to the land for survival in the informal economy is critical, holding on

to the land, even for survival through informal means, is becoming increasingly difficult for

poor families in the South, especially for African Americans. Pennick points out that "At a

time when money is extremely tight, the black farmer finds it almost impossible to borrow

enough to develop a successful operation. Where once it was too little too late, today two out

of ten black farmers receive nothing at all. Primarily because of this lack of access to capital,

nearly two-thirds of all black farmers went out of business during the period 1982-1987."

(43). Again, we have a double-bind : control of the land by capital limits ownership and use

of the land by the rural poor; lack of access to capital by the poor adds to the loss of the

land, and so the cycle of rural poverty continues.

Land and Human Capital:

The way out of poverty, many believe, is through the development of human capital.

While human capital encompasses many factors such as "individual capacity, human health,

values and leadership," (Flora and Flora:2), it has most conventionally been though of in

terms of education and training. What is the relationship between land tenure patterns and

human capital?

A primary linkage has to do with the taxation of the land, which again has been a

topic of several sessions in this conference. In rural and urban communities, property

taxation is a key source of local revenue, which in turn is a vital ingredient to support local

educational institutions and other human services. In Appalachia, and other parts of the
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South, where coal, timber and other natural resources contribute substantially to the property

wealth of the region, one might expect to find substantial tax revenues from the land. In fact,

of course, the Appalachian Land Ownership Study and other studies have found the opposite

to be true: The substantial coal and timber wealth of the region fails to produce local

revenues for schools, health care and other services necessary for the development of human

capital.

Only recently in Campbell County, Tennessee, where over 50% percent of the land is

owned by large coal and timber companies, including Champion Paper Company, the county

stopped running the school buses in early spring because it had run out of revenues. Children

in rural areas could not get to school, let alone get an equal education once they arrived.

We have also heard of other links of the land to development of human capital.

The panel of workers from the Northwest talked of the inequities in job training

programs for minority and migrant workers in the timber industry.

A number of panels have discussed the relationship of land and gender, of how

ownership and inheritance patterns affect access to and benefits from the land for

women differently than for men.

Land tenure patterns, then, affect life chances - the opportunities for the development of

human capital - and do so in a way that re-enforces inequities of gender, race, class that we

experience in society as a whole.

Land and Environmental Capital:
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Land tenure is also important to an understanding of environmental capital. To explore

the relationship of land tenure to environmental capital is also to explore the relationship of

land tenure to land use. These issues are deeply intertwined in our system of private

ownership, and in particular, in areas where large land owners have had the political power

to basically do whatever they want to do with the land which they own, or in other instances

where smaller owners feel like their private rights to use the land have been limited by public

or state intervention.

There are numerous examples in Appalachia and the South where land tenure has

affected the use of the land, in turn affecting the environmental capital available to a given

area. In some cases, such as in the Smoky Mountain National Park, or the protected areas

along the coast, ownership of the land in public hands has contributed, many argue, to

environmental capital. But in much of the South, where more land is in private and corporate

lands than in many other regions, environmental capital derived from the land has often been

sacrificed for the sake of quick economic exploitation, through strip mining, clear cutting,

strip development, soil erosion, toxic pollution, or scores of other examples.

Two particularly important emerging conflicts involving the relationship of land

ownership, land use and the environment have to do with the use of timber lands (which has

received a great deal of attention at this conference) and with the location of solid and

hazardous wastes (which has received less attention.).
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Timber in the South: While conflicts involving environmentalists and the timber

industry are perhaps well-known in the Northwest, in Appalachia and the South environmental

regulations and citizen action regarding timber have not been so strong. However, about

70% of Southern Appalachian lands are still in forests, and more timber is in private or non-

governmental hands than in other parts of the nation. The combination of available timber

resources, desperately poor communities, and weak social and governmental action on these

issues make the region ripe for timber development. One study concludes that this area

represents "the greatest potential for increased timber supply in the nation"(Bullard and

Straka, 1985). The authors of this study go on to state that "the availability of adequate

timber supplies, when combined with a favorable business climate towards the forest products

industry, makes future expansion of the Mid-South's timber-processing industry a certainty"

(Bullard and Strakas, 1985:5). In this case, economic capital is attracted both because of a

perception of the low level of social capital, and the possibilities of exploitation of

environmental capital.

Dumping in the South: Another similar issue, which we have discussed less at this

conference, involves the linkage of land tenure to questions of environmental justice. In the

environmental justice literature, siting of hazardous and solid wastes in rural areas has been

associated with environmental racism and the presence of high poverty in the region.

However, siting of wastes is also associated with the types of land use and the level

of environmental capital which may be in the region. In fact, at a conference of waste
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managers on siting of hazardous wastes held here at the University of Wisconsin-Madison,

one expert observed that "it seems to be advantageous to site a new landfill at a location

where there has already been some invasion of the environment.., where there has been

mining activities, quarrying..".( Johnson, 1985:220). In other words, waste industries may

seek areas which have already suffered a loss of environmental (as well as other forms of

capital,) perceiving them to be less resistant to further environmental abuse.

Moreover, the availability of large plots of land that have been controlled in the past

by mining or timber firms make some communities ideal locations for solid and hazardous

waste disposal. Studies of Appalachia have shown that landfill siting is often done in poor,

rural areas which have been mined for coal or cut for timber in previous times. (see HREC,

Part III). The trend is seen, for instance, in the garbage trade, where the region has been

targeted for mega-landfills, either in the deep south or in the coalfields. In eastern Kentucky,

for instance, a new landfill company was started named GICO (which stands for Garbage In,

Coal Out.) It proposed to lease hundreds of strip mines for out of state garbage dumps.

The examples of the growth of the timber industry in the South and the siting of solid

and hazardous waste suggest, then, that land tenure patterns and previous land uses will affect

the environmental capital of the region. In fact, areas that already have been environmentally

abused, as well as areas that lack economic alternatives or are perceived as being weak

socially and politically may be targeted for environmentally dangerous industries.

Land Tenure and Social Capital.
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That brings us, then, to the link between land and social capital. In addition to

economic, human, and environmental capital, a number of theorists of development have

recently been writing about the importance of social capital and its relationship to

development. The Floras refer to social capital as "the mutual reciprocity and mutual trust

that exists among its citizens"(2). Robert Putnam refers to social capital as "features of social

organization, such as networks, norms, and trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation

for mutual benefit" (Putnam, 1993:36). Communities with large amounts of horizontal social

capital "value solidarity, civic participation, and integrity" (36). On the other hand,

communities with vertical social capital tend to be more ones of dependency, patron-client

relationships, and corruption. .Horizontal social capital can strengthen participatory

democracy. Vertical social capital works against it.

What is the relationship of land tenure to social capital? Here there have been some

pioneering studies, but there is much more work to be done. In Latin America, Paulo Freire

has written about the culture of silence and fear that exists in latifundia communities. Walter

Goldschmidt documented the relationship between large absentee ownership and weak social

institutions. (1947) Louis Fortman, in her opening address, discussed the links between land

tenure and social relationships.

Historically, the corporate and political power derived from the land tenure patterns

has prevented the development of horizontal social capital in many parts of our region.

Company towns promoted patterns of paternalism, patronage and dependency in which skills
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and traditions of civic engagement did not flourish. In many communities characterized by

such power, patterns of intimidation persist, be they through the symbolism of the new

"plantations" we heard about at the resorts in the Sea Islands, or by the physical attacks

experienced by members of Save Our Cumberland Mountain when they recently testified

regarding the siting of a waste dump near on the land near their homes.

On the other hand, it is important to point out equally strongly that horizontal social

capital has been created through the development of alternative ownership patterns, or when

the power of the dominant owner has changed. For instance, groups like the Federation of

Southern Cooperatives have strengthened the social capital and civic engagement of

empowerment of over 30,000 black farmers across the South, organized into dozens of

cooperatives. In the midst of the Valley where I studied the power gained from corporate and

absentee control of land, the Woodland Land Trust has provided a "free space" where

different kinds of social relationships are constructed. The Penn Center in South Carolina has

long provided a "free space" for education of citizens on the importance of land retention and

control.

Social capital also has developed through the growth of democratic, citizens' based

organizations that have sprung up in the region around land-based issues, often in response to

the dominant forms of power. Groups like Save Our Cumberland Mountains, the Kentuckians

for the Commonwealth, CAFE, the Federation of Southern Cooperatives, the Rural

Development Leadership Network - all of which are represented here- have provided forums
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for the development of community leadership, for citizen cooperation and exchange, and for

effective citizen action on land issues. In many cases they have been successful both at

changing the sense of powerlessness and dependency historically instilled by the dominant

land owners, as well as in changing land tenure patterns.

To explore the relationship of land tenure to social capital, then, is not only to explore

how ownership patterns have affected civic participation and reciprocity. It also requires

looking at how citizen movements on land issues and social experiments with alternative

forms of land tenure have also contributed to changes of attitudes, norms of participation, and

empowerment. This may require looking at what Scott (1990) would call the "hidden

transcript" of the community, the forms and places where resistance is expressed that may not

be available on the larger political stage. These expressions may be found in the cultural

forms, music, song, story-telling, just as strongly as they will be found in the dominant

discussions of land tenure, as we discovered in the cultural evening on Thursday night.

Research on land tenure and social capital therefore must also involve understanding

the culture of communities affected by the relationship to the land and the indigenous

knowledge that has been drawn from it. In the Appalachian Land Ownership Study, we made

the mistake of focussing too much on the data and knowledge about the land drawn from the

"official" records. In a later workshop at Highlander, we began to document and uncover the

richness of knowledge about the land carried through the culture of the region. Only when
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"peoples" knowledge of the land is uncovered and valued will the full relationships of social

capital and land tenure of a community be understood.

In this conference we heard this theme expressed a number of times, in the workshops

on narrative and cultural forms, in the cultural evening, in the discussions of indigenous

knowledge, etc. Think for instance of the vision of land stewardship embodied in the Sea

Islands song sung by Skip Jones on Thursday,

"There's honey in the rock for all God's children,

There's honey in the rock for all God's children

Feed every child of God."

Contrast that vision to the personal stories found in the video from the wise use movement,

which focussed on "what's mine" for "my use now".

III. Challenges for Research

The examples given above help us to understand that land tenure is intertwined with

the development and revitalization of sustainable communities. Land tenure patterns contribute

to, and are shaped by, the financial, human, environmental and social capital of any

community or region. While there is much more research to be done to understand the

interrelationship of these issues, one point should be clear: community or economic

development strategies which fail to understand the centrality of land tenure will not be

successful. Likewise, land tenure reforms which fail to understand the interrelationships of the

land to all facets qf community life will also be limited.
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At the same time, the links between land and capital at the community level must also

be understood in the context of global capital, in each of its forms. The movement of

financial capital, in the form of investment of disinvestment, affects what happens to the land.

The development, for example, of NAFTA and GATT clearly will have implications for land-

based economies in this country as well as elsewhere (e.g. Chiappas.). Land affects human

capital, not the least through moving human resources in the new stream of migrant workers

who have been displaced from their land in Mexico or El Salvador and now seek work as

agricultural workers in the Southeast of Northwest. The uses of the land affect

environmental capital not only locally but also globally, as can be seen on the impact of

clearcutting on ozone depletion. Even social capital, which is perhaps most rooted in the

community, is linked to global networks, as Louis Fortman's paper reminded us. For

instance, experiments in social forestry or micro-lending for credit which developed in the

context of developing countries are now being used as approaches for strengthening

communities in this country. While working on domestic land tenure issues, we must also link

our research, discussion and action to the global context.

Much further research is needed for scholars and practitioners to help to deepen our

understanding and action on these issues. Such research must also be useful and accessible to

the communities affected by land-based issues. Research which replicates land tenure patterns

- e.g, which is concentrated in a few hands and is not accessible to the people directly

affected - will do little to alter the patterns of power and powerlessness which land ownership
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patterns have helped created. The Appalachian Land Ownership Task Force helped to show

that scholars and citizens can work together successfully to develop research that is both valid

and empowering. The challenge for this conference and for the important new domestic land

tenure program at the University of Wisconsin is not only to strengthen knowledge about land

tenure, but to do so in a way that strengthens the economic, human, environmental and

social capital of communities whose futures are bound to that land as well.

But, finally, as someone pointed out at the community meeting last night, we need

more than information. We need change. We need to address the severe problems and issues

47
that for ma

Others have also expressed the theme as well. In his welcome, Dean Wyse suggested

that the answer to these issues may be found more in social and political arenas than in the

technological and urged the need for both cutting-edge research and for policy work. Walter

Coward of the Ford Foundation talked about the need to address land tenure to alleviate

poverty and injustice, and to conserve resources for the future.

Change - be it at the community level or the policy level - takes people, and people

need to be organized and inspired by a common vision. But let's face it folks, the land debate

on many of the issues we have discussed here is not yet high on the public agenda. To the

extent that it is, the vision that has captured the hearts and minds of many is not one that will

solve or address many of the problems that we have discussed, or that many of us here can

support.
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As the video and discussion about the "wise use" movement made clear, the vision of

that movement is one based on protection of private property, on individualism and the free

market as the path to democracy. As one person said in the discussion, "We've tried that

route, and it hasn't worked."

Many stories and cases at this conference have suggested that there is among us the

possibility of a different, more progressive vision of land reform in America. We need a

vision of land policy based on equity, on sustainability and social justice. We need voices in

the land debate that reflect the multicultural experiences of all those who live and work on the

land, not just the primarily middle-class white landowners. We need a vision of land that

looks forward, rather than to a romantic notion of the past, that is intergenerational, that

captures the imaginations of young people who are leaving the land.

To develop that vision we need to create, celebrate and share the success stories of

where different forms of land tenure in our communities have made a difference. We need to

lift up the voices that have said to us that the land is not ours to control but to use and pass

on to future directions.

In his welcome, Bill Thiesenhusen challenged us to listen to one another. We have

done so. Now, we need to take the next step to find and occupy the common ground, the

common space, that both recognizes and appreciates our diversity but also protects and

preserves the common earth upon which we walk.

Thank you. Now let's hear from you.

[This talk was followed by an open-mike with a number of statements from the audience

about next steps and about key themes of the conference.]



Closing Plenary Session

Comments from Participants

How do we structure a network? An information bank?

We need a continuing adult education program. LTC could serve as an information broker.

There is a need for urgent response. How to respond more quickly. LTC should link more
closely with community groups and help them take action.

I recommend funding of NGOs and practioner groups.

We need public service learning. Increase the horizontal networking.

We need research, but not for the sake of research. Research must be participatory.

Don't loose sight of rural America in an urban society.

Places need legal help in addressing tenure problems, such as those being experienced at
Hilton Head.

Land tenure is more than ownership. Focus on control.

Please advocate for the "small people."

Enhance the link between the university and community people. From bottom up and inside
out.

Build people relationships. We need tolerance.

Submitted by Gene Summers
Note: These comments were made by persons who came to the microphones and expressed
their views.
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